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The current-induced destruction of superconductivity is discussed in wide superconducting thin

films, whose width is greater than the magnetic field penetration depth, in weak magnetic fields.

Particular attention is paid to the role of the boundary potential barrier (the Bin-Livingston barrier)

in critical state formation and detection of the edge responsible for this critical state with different

mutual orientations of external perpendicular magnetic field and transport current. Critical and

resistive states of the film were visualized using the space-resolving low-temperature laser scanning

microscopy (LTLSM) method, which enables detection of critical current-determining areas on the

film edges. Based on these observations, a simple technique was developed for investigation of

the critical state separately at each film edge, and for the estimation of residual magnetic fields in

cryostats. The proposed method only requires recording of the current-voltage characteristics of

the film in a weak magnetic field, thus circumventing the need for complex LTLSM techniques.

Information thus obtained is particularly important for interpretation of studies of superconducting

film single-photon light emission detectors. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5024540

1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, superconductivity suppression,

critical currents, and resistive state in 1D and 2D supercon-

ductors have attracted increased interest from theorists and

experimenters, whose work has enabled significant progress

in these areas of research. However, currently, research

efforts are focused on resolving the problem of the destruction

of superconductivity in the intermediate case of relatively nar-

row films, in connection with the development of new super-

conducting single-photon detectors (SSPD)1 of visual and

infrared light based on ultrathin (1–10 nm) NbN films, MoSi,

MoRe, and other similar superconducting materials with

small (one nanometer) coherence length. Nanowire width in

SSPD is such that they could be attributed not to 1D, but to

quasi-2D superconductors. For these applications, a clear

understanding of the critical current local mechanisms, effects

of the width and geometry of film edges, including edge non-

homogeneity, and weak (residual) magnetic fields. It is known

that, in 1D wires, destruction of superconductivity occurs due

to thermally activated2–4 and generated transport current5–8

phase-slip centers (PSCs) of the order parameter, which are

also related with further development of the resistive state.

In quasi-2D superconducting film systems, the develop-

ment of resistivity is attributed to thermally activated vortex-

antivortex pairs9–11 in the superconducting transition region

and the occurrence of Abrikosov vortices12 of an external

magnetic field or current field. In the case of weak volume

pinning of vortices, low critical current could be expected in

the film, however, vortices entrance is prevented by potential

energy barrier (the Bin-Livingston barrier13) formed at the

edge of the film, which determines the critical current

magnitude.

It is well known that, in “wide” films with non-

homogeneous overcurrent distribution over the cross section,

any edge defects, such as notches, sharp cross section

narrowing and even broadening, lead to a decrease in the

critical current. The strong effect exerted by edge geometry

on critical current resulted in the introduction of the

“geometric barrier” concept.14,15 Glover and Coffey16 dem-

onstrated that, taking into account non-homogeneous current

density distribution over the width of the film strip, super-

conductivity destruction by current occurs when the current

density at the edge reaches that of the Ginzburg-Landau de-

pairing.17 Within the framework of the Ginzburg-Landau

theory, a unified approach was applied to superconductors of

any width. This enables the identification of the critical state

of a superconductor, by searching for the most probable tra-

jectory of a system transition between metastable states

within the configuration space through the saddle points of

the Ginzburg-Landau functional.

The probability of these transitions is determined by the

energy barrier height. The behavior of the superconductor

changes with its width w¼ 4.4n, which separates the 1D

domain with phase-slip type solution and a 2D domain with

vortex solution. Nevertheless, it is the edge barrier that deter-

mines the critical state onset, regardless of the width and

dimension of the superconductor. Moreover, it has been

shown18 that the size and shape of the edge defect do not

affect the value of the critical current, even in the case of a

1D channel with uniform distribution of current and order

parameter.

These previous works combine the edge energy barrier

concept, which determines the boundary of the supercon-

ducting state. Previously,19 we visualized the edge barrier in

wide superconducting tin films using low-temperature laser

scanning microscopy (LTLSM) technique.20 In the present

study, we decided to revisit the important role of the edge

barrier issue, as previous works have largely ignored the fact

that the critical current is determined by one of the edges of

the superconductor; the way in which this occurs is generally

not known, and this may also be determined by the
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magnitude of the weak residual magnetic field frozen in a

cryostat. In particular, this makes it difficult to understand

the mechanism by which individual photons are detected in

superconducting film detectors of visual and infrared light.

In this study, using the space-resolving LTLSM technique,

we demonstrate spatial imaging of superconductivity

destruction by current in tin films, simulating the processes

in nanoconductors used in SNSPD. (It is not possible to visu-

alize the resistive state in real nanowires using this method

because of the fundamental limitations on the spatial resolu-

tion by the light wavelength). On the basis of the obtained

results, we propose a simple technique for estimating the

state of both edges, the asymmetry of the edge barrier, and

residual magnetic field trapped in the cryostat, including

current-voltage diagrams (I–V curves) recorded in weak

magnetic field. This technique is facile and does not require

a complex LTLSM setup.

2. Experimental technique, results and discussion

The samples in our experiment were thin (30–50 nm) tin

films formed by various methods (scribing, laser cutting,

electron lithography) in the form of 20–100-lm-wide strips

with potential output leads and expanding current input

leads. Large coherence length and penetration depth of the

magnetic field in tin films, compared with the corresponding

parameters for superconducting compounds such as NbN,

MoSi, and MoRe, made it possible to simulate situation with

superconductivity destruction by current in the latter materi-

als at much larger strip widths than in the original nanowires

of these materials. This enabled the use of LTLSM with

about spatial resolution capability of a micron for visualiza-

tion of critical state appearance and transition of films to the

resistive state. The basis of the LTLSM method and its appli-

cation to the investigation of local critical currents and visu-

alization of the resistive state in wide films are described in

detail in a previous review.20 It should be noted that the sam-

ple response in this method is the voltage difference dV at

the ends of the sample in the resistive state or during film

transition from superconducting state to resistive state; this

results from the suppression of superconductivity at the point

irradiated by the light probe at a given transport current. As

a rule, beam intensity is modulated at a frequency of 1–100

kHz, and the alternating response voltage dV is amplified

and detected by the lock-in amplifier. Response amplitude is

visualized by representing its spatial distribution in the film

plane in the form of a 3D profile, halftone map, or transverse

coordinate dependence curves in individual sections. Note

that, for a wide film, response magnitude in an individual

cross section, depending on the longitudinal coordinate

(transport current flow direction), is inversely proportional to

the local superconducting current value in this section. In

addition, response amplitude across the sample (i.e., the

response distribution over the cross section) is proportional

to the local critical current density.21

Recording of the volt-ampere characteristics V(I) and

critical currents dependencies on the magnetic field Ic(H)
was carried out in an automated setup under PC control. To

determine critical current dependencies vs. external parame-

ters, a set of CVCs was recorded and critical current value

was determined using software via the detection of a small

specified voltage during automatic recording of the current-

voltage characteristics, or during their subsequent viewing.

Consider a scenario in which the destruction of supercon-

ductivity occurs by current in wide film strips, with width

w exceeding both the temperature-dependent coherence length

n(T) and magnetic field penetration depth k(T) (more precisely,

the value of k?(T) ¼ 2k2(T)/d, where d—is the film thickness),

in the absence of external magnetic field. Therefore, large

width assumes a vortex resistivity mechanism. In particular,

the role of the edge barrier in the formation of the critical, and

then resistive state should be noted here.

One of the first studies explaining the main features of

superconductivity destruction by current and development of

the resistive state up to current drop on the current-voltage

characteristic was the Aslamazov and Lempitsky theory.22

This theory was based on the analysis of the Meissner state

instability conditions under the influence of infinitely low

order parameter perturbations and vector potential, leading

to edge barrier suppression and vortices penetration into the

film, within the framework of the Ginzburg-Landau theory

approximation. In this model, complete suppression of the

Bin-Livingstone barrier occurs when current density at the

edge reaches the current density of the Ginzburg-Landau de-

pairing, with spatial periodicity of critical instability along

the film edge. From the moment when critical current is

reached and the barrier is suppressed, vortices line (“rank”)

of different signs, enter the film from opposite edges and

move towards each other, annihilating at the central line.

Vortices contribute to the current density, which has maxi-

mum at the central line of the film strip; the maximum value,

according to the numerical calculations23 for moderately

wide films, increases linearly with increasing transport cur-

rent until it reaches the Ginzburg-Landau de-pairing current

density. With this current, instability of the stationary flow

of vortices arises, which is expressed at break point on the

current-voltage characteristic. An alternative explanation of

the break point is given by a previously described theory,24

which takes into account nonlinearity of the vortex dynamics

(viscosity decreases when vortices move with increasing

velocity). Further evolution of the resistive state is not con-

sidered by both theories, implicitly assuming that transition

follows to the normal state.

A previous study25 showed that, for sufficiently good

heat sink at high currents corresponding to the break point in

the theories,22,24 a transition occurs to another resistive state,

known as phase slip lines (PSL); this is a generalization of the

concept of phase slip centers in narrow superconducting chan-

nels. In this paper, resistive state with PSL is not discussed.

We will concentrate on analyzing critical state appearance

under the transport current, and magnetic field action and its

spatial localization.

In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), three-dimensional maps of the

resistive LTLMM response of a current-carrying supercon-

ducting tin film with a thickness of 30 nm deposited in vac-

uum on a crystalline quartz substrate are presented for two

characteristic values of the transport current. Figure 1(c)

shows the sample configuration; dimensions of the scanning

area (the working part of the film with uniform cross-section)

are also indicated. Expanding current input leads are not

included in the scan area. Figures 1(d) and 1(e) demonstrate

corresponding response dependencies of the transverse
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coordinate in one of the sample cross sections, as indicated by

the arrow and the letter S in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.

When the transport current is slightly higher than the crit-

ical current (I � Ic, I > Ic), an almost periodic change is

observed in the amplitude of the LTLSM response along the

film [Fig. 1(a)]; this is inversely proportional to the critical

current density of the cross section, which reflects the peri-

odic variation of the edge barrier. Response maxima corre-

spond to places with suppressed barrier, i.e., points where

vortices occur. At the same time, overcurrent distribution

across the film shows three maxima, two at the edges and one

at the center [Fig. 1(d)]. (Note that in transverse direction

response is proportional to the local overcurrent density).

As the transport current increases, local over-current

density distribution over the cross section becomes more and

more homogeneous [Figs. 1(b) and 1(d)], approximating the

de-pairing current density (note that voltage response scales

for two response maps shown (a) and (b) differ by a factor of

100 due to differential resistance increase on the I-V charac-

teristic before the break-off point to the state with PSL).

Such an image is an experimental confirmation of the

theoretical conclusions22 and calculations,23 and is in com-

plete accordance with the scenario described above. Due to

the good quality of the edges of the electron-lithographed

film (absence of sharp irregularities) and small value of the

residual magnetic field in the cryostat, the barriers at both

edges are almost identical.

In the absence of an external magnetic field (H ¼ 0) the

above-described picture is axially symmetric for identical

edge barriers, and the magnetic fields of the current at the

edges, HIL and HIR are equal in magnitude and opposite in

sign, HIL ¼ –HIR.

Application of the external magnetic field H breaks the

symmetry of the barriers. Figures 2(a)–2(c) demonstrates the

results of the potential barrier visualization in a wide current-

carrying film without a field and in the presence of external

perpendicular magnetic fields with opposite signs. Figures

2(d) and 2(e) demonstrates the corresponding response

dependencies of the transverse coordinate in one of the sec-

tions of the sample marked with an arrow and the letter S in

Figs. 2(a)–2(c).

With H ¼ 0 and pre-critical value of the transport cur-

rent I (I � Ic, I < Ic), transition to the resistive state occurs

locally only under the action of the laser probe, and a

Meissner pre-critical state is observed—local current density

is almost symmetrically increased at both edges of the film

[Figs. 2(b) and 2(d); see also explanations, in the previous

figure, of the relationship between response and current den-

sity]. The current magnetic fields at film edges HIL and HIR

are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction (shown

above the response maps, Fig. 2).

When the external field H 6¼ 0 is applied, it is added

algebraically to the current field HI (LjR) on the left (L) and

right (R) edges, HR(LjR) ¼ HI(LjR) þ H (inset on Fig. 2, case

H < HI). This leads to a substantial redistribution of the cur-

rent density over the cross section [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)] and

asymmetric change of the barrier height at the edges in

opposite directions [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)].

In such an asymmetrical situation, vortices begin to

enter only from one edge and exit on another edge, while

there is no additional current density maximum inside the

film. Critical state arises at the edge where, as a result of the

addition of the external field and the current field, the barrier

becomes lower and supercurrent density is higher than at the

Fig. 1. Resistive state visualization of the wide superconducting tin film in

zero magnetic field using LTLSM. Three-dimensional map of voltaic

response dV (“mountain landscape”) of the sample rectangular working part

at the transport current (a) I ffi Ic, I > Ic and (b) I � Ic. The width of the

scanning area w ¼ 30 lm, the length L¼ 100 lm. The arrows indicate trans-

port current (I) direction and selected sections (S) for one-dimensional distri-

butions of the response across the film (d), (e). Configuration of a film

sample is demonstrated (c) with current and potential leads; the dashed line

limits the scanning area.

Fig. 2. Effect of external magnetic field on superconducting current density

distribution and height of the edge barrier. Three-dimensional LTLSM map

of the volt response dV of the superconducting tin film in the pre-critical

state [I � Ic (H ¼ 0), I < Ic (H ¼ 0)] in the external perpendicular magnetic

field H with induction, mT: �0.06 (a), 0 (b), and þ0.06 (c). Arrows indicate

the transport current (I) direction and selected sections (S) for one-

dimensional distributions of the response across the film (d), (e). On the

inset above, the scheme for adding external field H and the current field HI

on the left (L) and right (R) edges of the sample is shown.
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opposite edge. This is explored further below. Thus, with

constant transport current, the application of an external

magnetic field of either sign leads to changes in the critical

state spatial localization as a function of the mutual direction

of the external field and current field.

Characteristic magnetic field values that cause funda-

mental changes in the critical behavior of the film are com-

parable with the strength of the Earth’s magnetic field. Even

for relatively narrow films with a width of 1 lm, a transport

current of 1 mA creates edge field induction of 0.06 mT (cor-

responding to the field strength of 0.6 Oe) equal to the

Earth’s field. [To estimate the current field at the edge of the

film strip, the simple and practical extra-system equation

HI edge (Oe)¼ 0, 2pI (mA)/w (lm) may be used; this may be

obtained from a more strict expression written in system

units.26] Fields of such magnitude may be completely

trapped by the structural components of the cryostat if mag-

netic shielding is missed or insufficient. The degree of

shielding may deteriorate, for example, due to the presence

of optical windows in the cryostats. In addition, unsuitably

located supply wires may create such fields.

This highlights the need for thorough magnetic shielding

of the cryostat for resistive studies and practical applications

of relatively wide (tens of k?) superconducting films.

Critical current exhibits spatial localization; therefore,

for some problems in which it is important to know exactly

where the critical state arises, it is not sufficient to measure

critical current Ic and its dependence on the perpendicular

magnetic field Ic(H) for one arbitrary current direction and

one direction of applied magnetic field H. We show below

the information that may be extracted by obtaining Ic(H)

dependencies for all combinations of field and current

directions.

In subsequent sections, we shall distinguish between the

situations with different field and current mutual directions,

introducing notation for the Ic(H) curves IþHþ, IþH–, I–Hþ,

I–H–. The same signs of the field and current mean that the

directions of external field and current field coincide on the

“weaker” edge.

Figure 3 demonstrates experimental dependencies of the

critical current of the wide tin film vs. perpendicular mag-

netic field Ic(H) for two directions of the transport current I
and the field H. All curves coincide and have a maximum in

zero magnetic field H ¼ 0.

The LTLSM film response maps (see inset) show that,

depending on the magnetic field sign for fixed current mag-

nitude and direction, critical state arises on one or the other

edge of the sample, although the measured critical current

does not change. The same picture is observed if we fix field

magnitude and direction, and change the sign of the transport

current. The total symmetry with respect to the change in the

directions of the field and current represents the identity of

both edge barriers.

Such a case is an exception rather than a rule, as it is dif-

ficult to achieve complete identity of the barrier edges.

Nevertheless, in the film studied, which was produced by

electronic lithography, the quality of the edges was suffi-

ciently good to ensure that the potential edge barriers were

equal.

In the more common case, edge barriers are different

due to the heterogeneity of the thickness, structure, edge

geometry, and so on. The reasons for the differences

between barriers are not important, and are not considered

here. However, we note that critical current of the film for

the vortex resistivity mechanism is always determined by the

edge with a lower barrier. This case is illustrated in Fig. 4.

For the positive direction of the transport current (exper-

imental points Ic are designated by circles), application of an

external magnetic field H in the direction coinciding with the

Fig. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the critical current for a film with sym-

metrical edge barriers. The density of the experimental points on the graph

is reduced by a factor of 2 for better distinguishability. The legend denotes

the mutual directions of the field and current (notations are explained in the

text). Inset contains LTLSM maps of the film response for two opposite

directions of the applied magnetic field H with the same transport current.

Fig. 4. Dependence (a) of the critical current Ic and (b) of the difference of

the critical currents from the magnetic field H for a film with asymmetric

barriers, with different directions of the transport current I. The density of

the experimental points on the graph is reduced by a factor of 2 for better

distinguishability.
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field of current HI at the “weaker” edge (designated IþHþ),

suppresses the barrier at this edge, which leads to a decrease

in critical current [the part of the curve with the filled circles

in Fig. 4(a)]. Simultaneously, on the opposite edge, fields are

subtracted, and the barrier grows until the external field com-

pensates for the current field.

As the field H increases in the other direction (case

IþH–), it compensates for the current field HI; the lower bar-

rier increases for entry of vortices, and the critical current of

the film increases. At the other edge, fields are added and the

barrier to the entry of antivortices decreases. The critical cur-

rent of the sample increases, reaching a maximum in the

field at which the barriers become identical. With further

increase in the field, the barriers skew to the other side, and

other edge becomes “weak” and responsible for the critical

current value, which begins to decrease (part of the curve

indicated by empty circles).

The same reasoning is valid for the opposite direction of

current (cases I–H– and IþH–), herewith applied field direc-

tion should also be changed. As a result, for the negative

direction of the transport current, we obtain the curve Ic(H),

which is mirror-symmetrical about the axis H¼ 0 (curve with

experimental points denoted by triangles). Figure 4(b) shows

the difference in critical currents measured in opposite direc-

tions of the transport current, characterizing the barrier

asymmetry. As shown, the curve DIc(H) is completely sym-

metrical with respect to the center I¼ 0, H¼ 0. The fine

structure of DIc(H) may be a useful tool for the study of the

physical mechanisms of critical current formation. The sym-

metry of the curves Ic(H) and DIc(H) with respect to H¼ 0

indicates the absence of the residual (trapped) field Hres,

and the symmetry DIc(H) with 100 respect to I¼ 0 indicates

independence of the barrier heights against magnetic field

direction, but only against its absolute value.

For strong fields in which the barrier disappears, critical

current is determined not by the edge barrier, but by the vol-

ume pinning of the vortices, which does not depend on the

direction of current and field; therefore, for strong applied

fields, the curves merge [Fig. 4(a)], i.e., DIc ¼ 0 [hbc. 4(,)].

Thus, for an asymmetric barrier, we can determine the

dependence Ic(H) for each barrier separately.

Another factor that influences experimentally measured

Ic(H) dependencies, which was absent in our experiments, is

residual field Hres trapped in the cryostat. The residual field

causes a shift of all curves Ic(H) by the amount –Hres.

All possible experimental situations are shown schemat-

ically in Figs. 5(a)–5(d).

In the upper row in Figs. 5(a)–5(d), Ic(H) dependencies

are shown in four quadrants for clarity, for two directions of

the transport current and the applied perpendicular magnetic

field. Curves referring to one specific (left or right) edge are

conditionally denoted by the letters L and R.

The pictures in the bottom row correspond to the upper

ones; however, the curves, as is customary in the experiment,

are reduced to a positive half-plane (the critical current Ic is

a positive value). They better illustrate how dependence

Ic(H) varies in different cases when the measuring transport

current direction changes (the direction of which is often not

observed in the experiment).

Figure 5(a) illustrates the common case when edges are

the same: the height of the edge barriers in zero field are

equal, and there is no additional residual field. Under these

Fig. 5. Scheme showing the effects of edge barrier symmetry and the trapped (residual) magnetic field Hres on the dependence of the critical current Ic for

wide superconducting film against external magnetic field H for different directions of the transport current I and field H: (a) symmetric barriers, Hres ¼ 0, (b)

asymmetric barriers, Hres ¼ 0, (c) symmetric barriers, Hres 6¼ 0, (d) asymmetric barriers, Hres 6¼ 0. H– and Hþ—are the values of applied field H, corresponding

to the maxima Ic (H). Curves referring to one specific (left or right) edge are conditionally denoted by the letters L and R.
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symmetry conditions, the Ic(H) dependence is independent

on the directions of current and external applied field.

ghbkj;eyyjuj gjkz. An experimental example of this

situation is shown in Fig. 3.

The case with initially asymmetric barriers in the

absence of the trapped magnetic field [Fig. 5(b)] was consid-

ered in detail above for explanation of the experimental

dependences in Fig. 4. The maxima Ic(H) for different polar-

ities of the transport current must be observed for different

nonzero values of the field (H– and Hþ), with H–¼ –Hþ,

since Hres¼ 0. The greater the asymmetry of the barriers, the

greater is the absolute magnitude of the maxima shift over

the field Hþ¼ H–. The family of curves Ic (H) appeared to

be symmetric with respect to the center of the coordinates.

If there is a residual magnetic field Hres 6¼ 0 in the cryo-

stat, then, for the film, it is the same external field as the

explicitly applied field H; therefore, all curves shift along

the H axis by the value –Hres. In the case of initially equal

barriers, the Ic(H) maximum for both directions of the trans-

port current is at the same field value, H ¼ –Hres [Fig. 5(c)].

The measured critical current is independent of the transport

current direction, but it will be different for opposite direc-

tions of the applied magnetic field.

Graphically, this is expressed in the fact that the family

of curves Ic(H) is symmetric about the H axis.

Figure 5(d) demonstrates the most general situation,

which is a combination of cases (b) and (c), i.e., there is a

frozen magnetic field Hres 6¼ 0, and barriers are initially dif-

ferent. Maxima of the Ic (H) dependency for the opposite

current directions will be observed at different values of the

field H– and Hþ; however, in this case, Hþ 6¼ H–. Their alge-

braic half-sum determines the residual field in the cryostat,

Hres¼ –(H– þ Hþ)/2, and the difference (Hþ – H–) charac-

terizes the barrier asymmetry. In the experiment, in such a

case, four different curves Ic(H) will be obtained when the

field and current signs change; accordingly, four different

values of the critical current for any arbitrary fixed field H
are obtained.

With respect to all these schemes, it should be noted

that, for different values of the field H, the spatial localiza-

tion of the critical state can vary; however, the maximum

critical current of the film on all the curves Ic(H) is the same

for any combinations of the field and current directions, and

is determined by the “weakest” point located on one certain

edge of the film.

We have described in details analysis of these four

cases, which, together with the visualization results of the

critical and resistive state in wide films using LTLSM,

allowed us to develop a simple, generally available tech-

nique for analyzing the critical current in a film. This method

no longer requires the use of a complex spatially resolving

LTLSM technique and makes it possible to obtain informa-

tion on the state of each of the two edge barriers in the sam-

ples under investigation and the correspondent critical

currents, and also to determine residual field in the cryostat

according to the current-voltage characteristics family in a

weak magnetic field H. Such information should be useful

for avoiding incorrect interpretation of experimental mea-

surement data of the critical current in wide films.

The edge barrier height affects not only the critical cur-

rent magnitude, but also the subsequent resistive state, up to

the break-off point, shifting the resistive parts of the current-

voltage characteristic along the current axis.

Figure 6 shows the current-voltage characteristics of a

film with an artificially defined asymmetric barrier (with a

small notch made on one of the edges) determined at different

mutual orientations of the external magnetic field and trans-

port current. Like the Ic(H) dependencies in this case, I-V

characteristics are grouped in pairs [compared with Fig. 5(b)].

As it was shown above, the critical state arises on the “weak”

edge, on which the current field and external field are added.

It is evident that, due to different critical currents, current-

voltage characteristics are shifted in current. Accordingly, the

current value is numerically changed, at which the break-off

points into the state with PSL are observed. Thus, the break-

off current is determined by the vortex mechanism,24 but not

by the achievement of the de-pairing current uniformly dis-

tributed over the cross section.22

As the temperature is lowered, visible resistive region

on the I-V characteristic corresponding to the vortices flow

disappears, transition to the state with the PSL becomes dis-

ruptive (Fig. 7). However, discontinuous character of the I-V

characteristic does not mean that the critical current ceases

to be related to the penetration of the vortices into the film.

Two different values of the critical current of a film at differ-

ent orientations of the transport current and external

Fig. 6. I-V characteristics of a wide film with asymmetric edge barriers for

different directions of transport current and magnetic field with induction

60.05 mT.

Fig. 7. Break-off I-V characteristics of a wide film with asymmetric edge

barriers for different directions of transport current and magnetic field with

induction 60.06 mT.
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magnetic field, and the pairwise coincidence of the critical

current values Ic for the curves IþHþ and I–H–, IþH– and

I–Hþ shows that superconductivity destruction occurs at one

of the edges, and that spatial localization of the critical state

may be changed by the magnetic field. This means that, even

in this case, the vortex mechanism is responsible for the

appearance of a critical current and resistivity, with the dif-

ference being that the vortex entering the film immediately

starts to move with a velocity exceeding the Larkin-

Ovchinnikov instability velocity.24

3. Conclusion

The use of the space-resolution method of low-

temperature laser scanning microscopy allowed us to visual-

ize the critical and resistive state in wide tin films. Further,

this method demonstrated that the critical state is localized

at the edge of the film, and that critical current is determined

by the lowest of the edge barriers. The application of the

external magnetic field by varying the height of the edge bar-

riers may change the critical state localization from one edge

to another. If the edges differ in their superconducting and

geometric characteristics, the dependence of the critical cur-

rent on the applied magnetic field for each edge may also

differ. Further, for a number of practical applications (for

example, superconducting film single-photon optical radia-

tion detectors), it is important to know exactly how the criti-

cal current is determined by the edge. As superconductors

such as NbN, MoSi, MoRe have very short coherence

lengths, they are “wide” even at a micron and a tenth of a

micron width, and it may be assumed that the results

obtained on tin films simulate the behavior of the film strips

of these superconductors used in single-photon detectors. In

addition, it follows from the above results that, when mea-

suring critical currents in small fields, it is necessary to pay

attention to the direction of the transport current and the

external perpendicular magnetic field, and to be able to

change them in the experiment.

On the basis of the LTLSM response maps obtained and

analysis of the I-V characteristics of tin film samples in a

magnetic field, a simple method for characterizing asymme-

try of the edge barrier and studying each barrier separately is

proposed. In addition, this method makes it possible to deter-

mine residual (“frozen”) magnetic fields in the cryostat. The

proposed technique does not require the use of LTLSM and

includes recording of four I-V characteristics corresponding

to combinations of two directions of transport current and

two opposite directions of the perpendicular magnetic field.

The approach proposed in this paper enables changing

of the spatial localization of the band sensitivity of supercon-

ducting electromagnetic radiation detectors and should be

useful for studying various mechanisms associated with a

particular edge.
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